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Abstract

Relation classification is one of the key topics in information extraction, which can be used to construct knowledge bases or to provide useful information for question answering. Current approaches for relation classification are mainly focused on the English language and require lots of training data with human annotations. Creating and annotating a large amount of training data for low-resource languages is impractical and expensive. To overcome this issue, we propose two cross-lingual relation classification models: a baseline model based on Multilingual BERT and a new multilingual pretraining setup, which significantly improves the baseline with distant supervision. For evaluation, we introduce a new public benchmark dataset for cross-lingual relation classification in English, French, German, Spanish, and Turkish, called RELX. We also provide the RELX-Distant dataset, which includes hundreds of thousands of sentences with relations from Wikipedia and Wikidata collected by distant supervision for these languages. Our code and data are available at: https://github.com/boun-tabi/RELX

1 Introduction

Extracting useful information from unstructured text is one of the most essential topics in Natural Language Processing (NLP). Relation classification can help achieving this objective by enabling the automatic construction of knowledge bases and by providing useful information for question answering models (Xu et al., 2016). Given an entity pair \((e_1, e_2)\) and a sentence \(S\) that contains these entities, the goal of relation classification is to predict the relation \(r \in R\) between \(e_1\) and \(e_2\) from a set of predefined relations, which may include ‘no relation’ as well. For example, with the help of relation classification, we can create semantic triples such as \((\text{Rocky Mountain High School}, \text{founded}, 1973)\) from a sentence like “Rocky Mountain High School opened at its current location in 1973 and was expanded in 1994.”, where ‘Rocky Mountain High School’ and ‘1973’ are the given entities and ‘founded’ is the relation between them based on this sample sentence.

Traditionally, relation classification methods rely on hand-crafted features (Kambhatla, 2004). Lately, pretrained word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013) with RNN-LSTM architecture (Zhang and Wang, 2015; Xu et al., 2015) or transformers based models (Soares et al., 2019) have gained more attention in this domain. Although non-English content on the web is estimated as over 40% (Upadhyay, 2019) and the number of multilingual text-corpora is increasing (Indurkhya, 2015), recent studies on relation classification have generally focused on the English language. These supervised approaches for relation classification are not easily adaptable to other languages, since they require large annotated training datasets, which are both costly and time-consuming to create.

The challenge of creating manually labeled training datasets for different languages can be alleviated through cross-lingual NLP approaches. In cross-lingual relation classification, the objective is to predict the relations in a sentence in a target language, while the model is trained with a dataset in a source language, which may be different from the target language. For example, a cross-lingual relation classification model should be able to extract semantic triples such as \((\text{CD Laredo, founded, 1927})\) from a Spanish sentence like “CD Laredo fue fundado en 1927 con el nombre de Sociedad Deportiva Charlestón.” for the given entities ‘CD Laredo’ and ‘1927’, even when the annotated training data is solely in English.

Thanks to multilingual pretrained transformer...
cross-lingual relation classification benchmark with 502 parallel sentences in English, French, German, Spanish, and Turkish.

2. To support distantly supervised models, we introduce the RELX-Distant dataset, which has hundreds of thousands of sentences with relations collected from Wikipedia and Wikidata for the mentioned five languages.

3. We first present a baseline mBERT model for cross-lingual relation classification and then, propose a novel multilingual distant supervision approach to improve the model.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related work is discussed in Section 2. The details about the datasets are presented in Section 3. Our mBERT baseline model and the Matching the Multilingual Blanks (MTMB) procedure are described in Section 4. The experimental results for the mBERT model and MTMB are presented in Section 5. Finally, we draw conclusions and discuss future work in Section 6.

2 Related Work

In monolingual relation classification, traditional methods generally depend on hand-crafted features (Kambhatla, 2004). After the introduction of word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014), many relation classification models used pretrained word embeddings with the RNN (Zhang and Wang, 2015; Xu et al., 2015) or CNN (Zeng et al., 2014; Nguyen and Grishman, 2015) architectures. With the strong performance of transformer networks for various NLP tasks (Devlin et al., 2019; Conneau and Lample, 2019; Peters et al., 2018), Soares et al. (2019) applied BERT with different representations to the relation classification task and showed the strength of it on several English datasets.

Before the introduction of multilingual transformers (Devlin et al., 2019; Conneau and Lample, 2019; Conneau et al., 2020), cross-lingual word embeddings have been widely used in zero-shot cross-lingual transfer with word embedding alignments for different tasks such as named entity recognition (Xie et al., 2018) and natural language inference (Conneau et al., 2018). This approach has also been utilized for cross-lingual relation classification (Ni and Florian, 2019). However, recently, multilingual deep transformers have attracted lots of attention.
of attention in several cross-lingual tasks such as question answering (Artetxe et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2019; Conneau et al., 2020), natural language inference (Conneau and Lample, 2019; Conneau et al., 2020; Wu and Dredze, 2019), and named entity recognition (Conneau et al., 2020). To the best of our knowledge, we present the first transformer based approach for the task of cross-lingual relation classification. In addition, we introduce a multilingual distant supervision method to improve the baseline transformer model. Soares et al. (2019) use a similar approach for monolingual relation classification, called Matching the Blanks. For the pretraining process, they collect pairs of English sentences based on the shared entities, annotated by an entity linking system. On the other hand, we propose a multilingual approach that utilizes Wikipedia and Wikidata, which are already available for many languages and have been successfully used for tasks such as multilingual question answering (Abdou et al., 2019) and named entity recognition (Nothman et al., 2013).

Most cross-lingual relation classification studies rely on parallel corpora, machine translation systems, or bilingual dictionaries. In (Kim et al., 2010; Kim and Lee, 2012), English labeled data are projected to Korean with parallel corpora to train relation classification models in Korean. Faruqui and Kumar (2015) apply a machine translation system to translate the sentence in a target language to a source language, so that a relation classification model trained with the source language can be used. Zou et al. (2018) make use of a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) to transfer the feature representations from the source language to the target language with the help of machine translation systems. Ni and Florian (2019) employ bilingual word embedding mappings trained with bilingual dictionaries to develop a cross-lingual relation classification model.

In many studies, the multilingual ACE05 (Walker et al., 2006) relation classification dataset has been treated as cross-lingual for evaluation. ACE05 includes data in English, Arabic, and Chinese; however, it is not freely available, and the number of relations is rather small, which is 6. In (Ni and Florian, 2019), a relation classification dataset for 6 languages with 53 relation types has been used, yet this dataset is not publicly available. In this paper, we release the RELX dataset created with human annotations and the RELX-Distant dataset compiled using distant supervision. Both datasets are made publicly available for future cross-lingual relation classification studies.

3 The RELX and RELX-Distant Datasets

In this work, the training set of KBP-37 (Zhang and Wang, 2015) is used as a source in the English language for training. For evaluation, we introduce and make publicly available the RELX dataset in English, French, German, Spanish, and Turkish. We also present RELX-Distant, which we use for the pretraining procedure in the developed MTMB (Matching the Multilingual Blanks) approach, explained in Section 4.2.

3.1 RELX

We use the commonly-used KBP-37 English relation classification dataset for training due to its high amount of available training data. It contains 18 directional relations and a no_relation class, which results in 37 different classes. The statistics about KBP-37 are given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Total Sentences</th>
<th>Average Chars</th>
<th>Average Words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KBP-37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>15917</td>
<td>181.21</td>
<td>30.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dev</td>
<td>1724</td>
<td>181.77</td>
<td>30.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>3405</td>
<td>180.20</td>
<td>30.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RELX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>171.18</td>
<td>28.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>186.63</td>
<td>30.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>188.27</td>
<td>27.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>188.37</td>
<td>31.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkish</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>170.76</td>
<td>23.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparative statistics of KBP-37 and RELX in different languages. Turkish translations have a lower number of words on average in the sentences due to the agglutinative nature of Turkish. The characters and words represent the average length of sentences in the corresponding dataset.

Category: per:country_of_birth(e1,e2)

Figure 1: Sample parallel sentences from RELX in different languages.

is chosen as the RELX dataset. Average character/word length normalization is performed by dividing to the average character/word length in the original KBP-37 test dataset. Due to the variety in the languages, the average number of characters and words in the sentences can differ for different languages, but the RELX-English and KBP-37 test set have similar distributions as summarized in Table 1. The average sentence length in the RELX-English dataset is slightly less than the KBP-37 test set, since we filtered problematic sentences that included URLs or consisted of more than one sentence.

The selected sentences are translated into French, German, Spanish, and Turkish by bilingual speakers who are advanced or native in both languages. They also marked the entities with (e1, e1) and (e2, e2) tags to match the same entities in these languages. Finally, professional translators from El Turco language services provider (eltur.co) performed language quality assessment for a randomly selected subset of RELX, containing 10% of the sentences from each language. Except article and synonym mistakes, there were less than three sentences with errors in each language and no critical errors were found in any of the translations. In Figure 1, we show an example of a parallel sentence from RELX with the marked entities for a sample relation.

3.2 RELX-Distant

We collected a large number of multilingual sentences with relations from Wikipedia and Wikidata by a distant supervision scheme (Mintz et al., 2009) and created the RELX-Distant weakly-labeled dataset for relation classification in English, French, German, Spanish, and Turkish.

The following steps are used to create RELX-Distant:

1. The Wikipedia dumps for the corresponding languages are downloaded and converted into raw documents with Wikipedia hyperlinks in entities.

2. The raw documents are split into sentences with spaCy (Honnibal and Montani, 2017), and all hyperlinks, which refer to entities, are converted to their corresponding Wikidata IDs.

3. Sentences that include entity pairs with Wikidata relations (Vrandečić and Krötzsch, 2014) are collected.

The statistics about the created RELX-Distant dataset are provided in Table 2. After merging similar relations such as capital and capital of, RELX-Distant contains the following 24 relations, each of which include at least 1000 sentences in English Wikipedia.

author, capital, characters, continent, country of citizenship, country of origin, developer, ethnic group, father, instance of, language, located in country, member of, mother, owned by, parent organization, parent taxon, part of, partner, performer, place of birth, religion, sibling, spouse

4 Methods

Task Definition: In the cross-lingual relation classification task, we are given a source language dataset $D_s$ with $n_s$ sentences containing related

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Number of Sentences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>815689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>652842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>652062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>397875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkish</td>
<td>57114</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Number of sentences with a relation in each language in RELX-Distant.
entity pairs.

\[ D_s = \{(S^s_i, E1^s_i, E2^s_i, r_i)\}_{i=1}^{n_s} \]

\[ S^s_i = [w_1, w_2, ..., w_n] \]

\[ E1^s_i = (w_k, w_{k+1}, ..., w_l) \]

\[ E2^s_i = (w_p, w_{p+1}, ..., w_q) \]

\[ r_i \in R \]

\(E1^s_i\) and \(E2^s_i\) correspond to entities and \(w_i\) correspond to tokens in the sentence \(S^s_i\). \(r_i\) is the directional relation between \(E1^s_i\) and \(E2^s_i\) in \(S^s_i\), selected from a predefined relation set \(R\).

Given test set \(D_t = \{(S^t_j, E1^t_j, E2^t_j)\}_{j=1}^{n_t}\) in the target language, cross-lingual relation classification aims to find the relation probability \(P(r_j | S^t_j, E1^t_j, E2^t_j)\) where \(r_j \in R\) for a sentence and an entity pair in the target language with the supervision of \(D_s\) in the source language.

### 4.1 Multilingual BERT

Multilingual BERT (mBERT) (Devlin et al., 2019), is a multilingual language model trained on 104 languages using the corresponding Wikipedia dumps. Due to shared word pieces like URLs and numbers across languages (Pires et al., 2019), mBERT is able to produce fixed-length sentence representations for these languages. Exponential smoothed weighting is used in order to reduce the under-representation problem of low-resource languages that have a relatively smaller number of Wikipedia articles.

mBERT is selected as our baseline model in this work, similar to recent cross-lingual tasks such as natural language inference (Wu and Dredze, 2019) and question answering (Artetxe et al., 2020). Each sentence is tokenized by the mBERT tokenizer. Following (Soares et al., 2019), entity markers are added to emphasize the locations of the entities in the sentences. We add entity start and end markers that are special tokens, which are learned from scratch during the training, as shown in Figure 2.

Our objective is to predict the relation between a given entity pair in a sentence from among a set of relations. For this purpose, as in (Devlin et al., 2019), mBERT’s output state of the [CLS] token is used as fixed-length sentence representation (or in our case as relation representation). This representation is fed into a linear layer with softmax activation to predict the probability of each relation, as illustrated in Figure 2. The developed model predicts the probabilities of the \(no\_relation\) class and 18 directional relation classes, which result in 37 different classes in the KBP-37 and RELX datasets.

Our implementation details about mBERT are as follows.

- We use the initial weights of Cased Multilingual BERT from (Devlin et al., 2019), which has 12 layers, 768 hidden size, 12 heads, and 110M parameters.
- The network on top of the transformer architecture that gets the [CLS] representation as input for relation class prediction has a linear layer with softmax activation.
- AdamW with \(3e - 5\) learning rate and 0.1 weight decay is used with a batch size of 64.
The classification loss is selected as the cross-entropy of the predictions with respect to the true labels.

The hyperparameters are tuned over the KBP-37 validation set based on the F1-score as described in Section 5. Learning rates of 1e-3, 1e-4, 3e-4, 1e-5, 3e-5, and 1e-6; weight decay values of 0, 0.01, and 0.1 with the SGD, Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015), and AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2018) optimizers have been evaluated with PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019) and HuggingFace’s Transformers (Wolf et al., 2019) libraries. The best values have been determined as $3e-5$ learning rate and 0.1 weight decay with the AdamW optimizer.

### 4.2 Matching the Multilingual Blanks

Our objective is to pretrain a public checkpoint of mBERT, released by (Devlin et al., 2019), in a way that it can learn various representations of relations across different languages. In order to do this, we prepare RELX-Distant, whose entities are labeled by using Wikipedia hyperlinks, to create pairs of sentences from different languages and propose matching the Multilingual Blanks, a multilingual distant supervision approach that targets detecting the similarity between the relations described in an input multilingual pair of sentences.

For this model, we pretrain mBERT with two objectives: Masked Language Model from (Devlin et al., 2019) and Matching the Multilingual Blanks (MTMB). Similar to the monolingual work in (Soares et al., 2019), we create positive and negative multilingual sentence pairs from RELX-Distant for the MTMB objective. We pretrain mBERT with the aim of learning how relations are represented in different languages by predicting whether the English sentence and the non-English sentence in a pair have the same relation or not.

Positive sentence pairs are selected to share the same entities, which result in having the same relation by the distant supervision scheme. $(S_{en}, S_{es})$ in Figure 3 is a positive pair because both sentences include the E1 (Hexapla) and E2 (Origen) entities that have the P50 (Author) relation.

In the negative sentence pairs, each sentence has entities with different relations. In order to avoid dissimilar sentences in a negative pair, which may cause our model to make predictions based on the topics of the sentences, we use strong negative pairs similar to (Soares et al., 2019). In strong negative pairs, one of the entities in each sentence in the pair is common. $(S_{en}, S_{tr})$ in Figure 3 is a
strong negative pair because both sentences share the entity E2 (Origen), but the English sentence has the P50 (Author) relation, and the Turkish sentence has the P19 (Place of Birth) relation.

In the compiled sentence pairs, the entities are replaced by a special [BLANK] token with $0.7$ probability to capture the text patterns better and avoid memorizing the entities. By following these steps, we create 20 million pairs of sentences from RELX-Distant to pretrain mBERT. These sentence pairs have a uniform distribution with respect to the positive and negative classes as well as the languages in RELX-Distant. We call the pretraining procedure of mBERT with multilingual sentence pairs, Matching the Multilingual Blanks (MTMB).

The implementation details of the model are similar to the model described in Section 4.1. However, before multi-way relation classification training, we first pretrain the public checkpoint of mBERT (Devlin et al., 2019) with two objectives. The first objective is the Masked Language Model, and we implement it as implemented in (Devlin et al., 2019). The second objective is a binary classification of sentence pairs, whether two sentences in different languages have the same relation or not. While fine-tuning mBERT in Section 4.1 is relatively inexpensive (less than 10 minutes in each epoch on a GPU), one epoch of MTMB with 20 million of sentence pairs takes approximately 10 days on a Tesla V100 GPU. Considering this, we release the weights of our MTMB model publicly in https://github.com/boun-tabi/RELX.

### 5 Results

We compare our monolingual relation classification results using KBP-37 and the cross-lingual results using RELX. We report our results by taking the average scores of 10 runs to decrease the effect of high variance between different runs in BERT as stated in (Dodge et al., 2020).

**Evaluation Metric:** We use (18+1)-way evaluation by taking directionality into account as used in (Hendrickx et al., 2010). First, the F1 score of a relation is calculated by taking the micro average of F1’s of both directions. Then, the macro average of F1 scores of 18 relations is considered as our final score.

#### 5.1 KBP-37

Table 3 contains the results for our models and the state-of-the-art models evaluated on the KBP-37 development and test sets. BERTLarge and MTB are models from (Soares et al., 2019). Both models use pretrained BERTLarge, which is specific to the English language. We fine-tune three models for relation classification with the same architecture and number of parameters: BERTBase, mBERT, and MTMB; where mBERT and MTMB are pretrained on multilingual corpora, while BERTBase is pretrained on English corpora. The complexity of BERTLarge is much higher than mBERT and BERTBase. The number of parameters in BERTLarge is 340 million, while mBERT and BERTBase have 110 million parameters. Also, BERTLarge has 24 layers and 16 heads compared to 12 layers and 12 heads in mBERT and BERTBase. Finally, the hidden size in BERTLarge is 1024, while it is 768 in mBERT and BERTBase. Because of the difference in complexity and the language of the training data, as expected, BERTLarge based models have better performance for the English language than mBERT based models. Still, the results show that Matching the Multilingual Blanks significantly (p-value $< 0.05$) outperforms mBERT and BERTBase in the English language according to the randomization tests (Yeh, 2000).

#### 5.2 RELX

RELX is used to evaluate the mBERT and MTMB models, which are finetuned on the training set (which is in English) of KBP-37. The results are summarized in Table 4. By Matching the Multilingual Blanks training setup, we significantly (p-value $< 0.05$) improve the performance.
of mBERT for five languages, including RELX-English. In cross-lingual cases and the monolingual case, MTMB significantly outperforms mBERT based on the randomization tests.

We display the results by varying the size of the training data in Figure 4. The results show that MTMB performs better than mBERT, especially in low-resource cases. The difference in F1 scores between MTMB and mBERT is more significant when the amount of the available training data is lower. For Spanish, MTMB was able to reach the performance of mBERT that uses all the training data by using only around 20% of the training data, and for the other evaluated languages (except Turkish), around 50% of the data was sufficient to obtain the same performance as mBERT that uses all the training data. Thus, the required human annotations in the source language can be significantly reduced with the help of MTMB.

Table 4 demonstrates that the best cross-lingual performance is achieved for Spanish, which is on par with prior studies on other cross-lingual NLP tasks such as question answering and natural language inference (Artetxe et al., 2020) that also report higher performance for Spanish. On the other hand, our results show that the worse cross-lingual performance is obtained for Turkish. Pires et al. (2019) observe that mBERT performance is affected by word ordering and works best for typologically similar languages. In order to investigate this, we compare the source language (English) and target languages (French, German, Spanish, Turkish) by a subset of the World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS) features (Dryer and Haspelmath, 2013) that are relevant to grammatical ordering as in (Pires et al., 2019). Considering these features, Turkish is the least similar language to English among the languages in RELX. Our results support the claim presented in (Pires et al., 2019).

Error analysis reveals that 120 out of 176 mispredicted sentences in RELX-English are common in all target languages. Among these common errors, classes with less than 600 samples in the training data have 60% more error rate, suggesting that increasing their number of samples may benefit in all languages.

We also analyzed relation direction errors, where the predicted relation class is the same as the gold class, while the predicted direction is incorrect.
There are 79 relation direction errors for Turkish, whereas there are less than 15 for the other languages. Turkish has generally an SOV word order and postpositions, while English has generally SVO word order and prepositions. These differences between Turkish and English are possible causes for the problems related to direction errors as discussed in (Pires et al., 2019). Finally, no notable difference is observed in errors across languages in terms of sentence length.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed the cross-lingual relation classification task. First, we introduced two publicly available datasets: RELX, a cross-lingual relation classification benchmark for English, French, German, Spanish, and Turkish with parallel sentences and RELX-Distant, a multilingual dataset containing a large number of sentences with relations from Wikipedia and Wikidata collected via distant supervision. Second, we proposed a baseline model with mBERT and a new multilingual pretraining scheme with distant supervision called Matching the Multilingual Blanks (MTMB). Our experiments showed that MTMB significantly outperforms the mBERT baseline on the monolingual and cross-lingual datasets. The improvement obtained by MTMB is higher in the low-resource settings for the source language. We also showed that better cross-lingual relation classification performance is obtained for target languages which are typologically similar to the source language. The performance for Spanish is comparable to English (the source language in this study), while the lowest F1 scores are obtained for Turkish. MTMB can be easily adopted to other languages by using our provided scripts6. The only requirement is the availability of Wikipedia articles in the new target language.

As future work, we plan to extend RELX-Distant to all the available languages in Wikipedia. We will also investigate the effect of MTMB in different cross-lingual tasks such as natural language inference, named entity recognition, and question answering by using the extended RELX-Distant dataset.
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